
easychair.cls
%
% Some credits
%

\def\easychairstyleauthor{easychair class style, by Serguei A. Mokhov and Andrei Voronkov <10 December 2015>}
\def\easychairstylerevision{CVS Revision: $Id: easychair.cls,v 3.4 2017/03/26 09:52 voronkov Exp $}
\def\easychairstylepurpose{Designed for easyChair.org, under guidelines and suggestions of}
\def\easychairstylevoronkov{\space\space\space\space\space\space\space\space\space\space\space\space\space Andrei Voronkov <www.voronkov.com>, and}
\def\easychairstylesutcliffe{\space\space\space\space\space\space\space\space\space\space\space\space\space Geoff Sutcliffe <www.cs.miami.edu/^geoff>}
\def\easychairstylecopyright{Copyright terms are that of easychair.org}
\def\easychairstylebugs{For bug reports, please contact <andrei@voronkov.com>}

\everyjob{\typeout{\easychairstyleauthor}}
\everyjob{\typeout{\easychairstylerevision}}
\everyjob{\typeout{\easychairstylepurpose}}
\everyjob{\typeout{\easychairstylevoronkov}}
\everyjob{\typeout{\easychairstylesutcliffe}}
\everyjob{\typeout{\easychairstylecopyright}}
\everyjob{\typeout{\easychairstylebugs}}

\immediate\write10{\easychairstyleauthor}
\immediate\write10{\easychairstylerevision}
\immediate\write10{\easychairstylepurpose}
\immediate\write10{\easychairstylevoronkov}
\immediate\write10{\easychairstylesutcliffe}
\immediate\write10{\easychairstylecopyright}
\immediate\write10{\easychairstylebugs}

%
% Require LaTeX 2.09 or later
%

\NeedsTeXFormat{LaTeX2e}[1995/12/01]
\ProvidesClass{easychair}[2017/03/26 v3.5]
\def\@tempa#1#2\@nil{\edef\@classname{#1}}
\expandafter\@tempa\@currnamestack{}{}{}\@nil
\ifx\@classname\@empty \edef\@classname{\@currname}\fi

\RequirePackage{xcolor}

%
% Debug
%

\def\easychairdebug#1{\gdef\@EasyDebug{#1}}
\def\@EasyDebug{}

\newif\ifdebug
\debugfalse
\DeclareOption{debug}{\debugtrue}

\newif\ifEPiC
\EPiCfalse
\DeclareOption{EPiC}{\EPiCtrue}
\newif\ifKalpa
\Kalpafalse
\DeclareOption{Kalpa}{\Kalpatrue}

% EPiC with the empty header
\newif\ifEPiCempty
\EPiCemptyfalse
\DeclareOption{EPiCempty}{\EPiCemptytrue}

% Kalpa with the empty header
\newif\ifKalpaempty
\Kalpaemptyfalse
\DeclareOption{Kalpaempty}{\Kalpa emptytrue}

\newif\ifEPiCfinal
\EPiCfinalfalse
\DeclareOption{EPiCfinal}{\EPiCfinaltrue}

\def\easychairframe#1{\gdef\@EasyFrame{#1}}
\def\@EasyFrame{}

\newif\ifframe
\framefalse

\DeclareOption{frame}{\frametrue}

\def\easychairverbose#1{\gdef\@EasyVerbose{#1}}
\def\@EasyVerbose{}

\newif\ifverbose
\verbosefalse

\DeclareOption{verbose}{\verbosetrue}


%
% Thesis
% Perh Geoff, February 23, 2010 with support from Andrei
%

\def\easythesis#1{\gdef\@EasyThesis{#1}}
\def\@EasyThesis{}

\newif\ifthesis
\thesisfalse

\DeclareOption{thesis}{\thesistrue}


%
% Times New Roman or not
%

\def\easytimes#1{\gdef\@EasyTimes{#1}}
\def\@EasyTimes{}

\newif\ifnotimes
\notimesfalse

\DeclareOption{notimes}{\notimestrue}

\newif\ifwithtimes
\withtimesfalse

\DeclareOption{withtimes}{\withtimestrue}


%% Code added to use llncs style author list
\newcounter{@inst}
\newcounter{@auth}
\newcounter{auco}
\newdimen\instindent
\def\institute#1{\gdef\@institute{#1}}

\def\institutename{\par
 \begingroup
 \parskip=\z@
 \parindent=\z@
 \setcounter{@inst}{1}%
 \def\and{\par\stepcounter{@inst}%
 \noindent$^{\the@inst}$\enspace\ignorespaces}%
 \setbox0=\vbox{\def\thanks##1{}\@institute}%
 \ifnum\c@@inst=1\relax
   \gdef\fnnstart{0}%
 \else
   \xdef\fnnstart{\c@@inst}%
   \setcounter{@inst}{1}%
   \noindent$^{\the@inst}$\enspace
 \fi
 \ignorespaces
 \@institute\par
 \endgroup}

\def\inst#1{\unskip$^{#1}$}
\def\fnmsep{\unskip$^,$}
\def\email#1{{\tt#1}}

%%

\newif\ifauthorundefined
\authorundefinedtrue

\let\oldauthor=\author
\renewcommand
	{\author}
	[1]
	{%
		\ifauthorundefined
			\oldauthor{#1}
			\authorundefinedfalse
		\else
			\PackageWarning{easychair}{Another use of author ignored}
		\fi
	}

\newif\iftitleundefined
\titleundefinedtrue

\let\oldtitle=\title
\renewcommand
	{\title}
	[1]
	{
		\iftitleundefined
			\oldtitle{#1}
			\titleundefinedfalse
		\else
			\PackageWarning{easychair}{Another use of title ignored}
		\fi
	}


%
% Running heads definitions
%

%\def\titlerunning#1{\gdef\@titleRunning{#1}}
%\def\authorrunning#1{\gdef\@authorRunning{#1}}
%\titlerunning{easychair: Running title head is undefined.}
%\authorrunning{easychair: Running author head is undefined.}

\newif\iftitlerunningundefined
\titlerunningundefinedtrue

\newif\ifauthorrunningundefined
\authorrunningundefinedtrue

\gdef\@titleRunning{easychair: Running title head is undefined.}
\gdef\@authorRunning{easychair: Running author head is undefined.}

\def\titlerunning#1
{
	\iftitlerunningundefined
		\gdef\@titleRunning{#1}
		\titlerunningundefinedfalse
	\else
		\PackageWarning{easychair}{Another use of titlerunning ignored}
	\fi
}

\def\authorrunning#1
{
	\ifauthorrunningundefined
		\gdef\@authorRunning{#1}
		\authorrunningundefinedfalse
	\else
		\PackageWarning{easychair}{Another use of authorrunning ignored}
	\fi
}

%
% Affiliations
%

\newcommand{\affiliation}[1]{\footnotesize{#1}\vspace{-3pt}}


%
% Decide between letter and A4 paper formats
% as well as orientation
%

% Default is 'letterpaper'
\def\paperformat#1{\gdef\@PaperFormat{#1}}
\def\@PaperFormat{letterpaper}

\newif\ifletterpaper
\newif\ifafourpaper
\newif\ifcustompaper

\letterpapertrue

\DeclareOption{letterpaper}{\paperformat{letterpaper}\afourpaperfalse\custompaperfalse}
\DeclareOption{a4paper}{\paperformat{a4paper}\afourpapertrue\letterpaperfalse\custompaperfalse}
\DeclareOption{custompaper}{\paperformat{letterpaper}\afourpaperfalse\letterpaperfalse\custompapertrue}
\ExecuteOptions{letterpaper}

\newlength{\@LMarginSize}
\newlength{\@RMarginSize}
\newlength{\@TMarginSize}
\newlength{\@BMarginSize}

\DeclareOption{lmargin}{}
\DeclareOption{rmargin}{}
\DeclareOption{tmargin}{}
\DeclareOption{bmargin}{}


% Default is portrait {}
\def\paperorientation#1{\gdef\@PaperOrientation{#1}}
\def\@PaperOrientation{}

\DeclareOption{portrait}{\paperorientation{}}
\DeclareOption{landscape}{\paperorientation{landscape}}

% Two sided running heads for titlerunning and author running
% twosided is the default
\newif\iftwosided
\twosidedfalse

\DeclareOption{onesided}{}
\DeclareOption{twosided}{\twosidedtrue}

%
% Decide between 1- or 2-column formats
%

\def\columnCount#1{\gdef\@ColumnCount{#1}}
\def\@ColumnCount{onecolumn}

\DeclareOption{onecolumn}{}
\DeclareOption{twocolumn}{\columnCount{twocolumn}}

%
% Decide on line spacing
%

\def\lineSpacing#1{\gdef\@LineSpacing{#1}}
\def\@LineSpacing{1.0}

\DeclareOption{zerospacing}{\lineSpacing{0.0}}
\DeclareOption{singlespacing}{\lineSpacing{1.0}}
\DeclareOption{lineandhalfspacing}{\lineSpacing{1.5}}
\DeclareOption{doublespacing}{\lineSpacing{2.0}}

\DeclareOption{0.0}{\lineSpacing{0.0}}
\DeclareOption{1.0}{\lineSpacing{1.0}}
\DeclareOption{1.5}{\lineSpacing{1.5}}
\DeclareOption{2.0}{\lineSpacing{2.0}}

\DeclareOption{0.0pt}{\lineSpacing{0.0}}
\DeclareOption{1.0pt}{\lineSpacing{1.0}}
\DeclareOption{1.5pt}{\lineSpacing{1.5}}
\DeclareOption{2.0pt}{\lineSpacing{2.0}}

%
% Font point size; default is 10pt
%
% The \headheight will have to be changed later accordingly
% such that fancyhdr does not complain it is too small.
%

\def\baseFontSize#1{\gdef\@BaseFontSize{#1}}
\def\headHeightSize#1{\gdef\@HeadHeightSize{#1}}
\def\headSepSize#1{\gdef\@HeadSepSize{#1}}
\def\footSkipSize#1{\gdef\@FootSkipSize{#1}}

\def\@BaseFontSize{10pt}
\def\@HeadHeightSize{12.0pt}
\def\@HeadSepSize{16.0pt} % instead of the default 25pt
\def\@FootSkipSize{26.0pt} % instead of the default 30pt

\DeclareOption{8pt}{\PackageWarning{easychair}{Option '\CurrentOption' is not supported.}}
\DeclareOption{9pt}{\PackageWarning{easychair}{Option '\CurrentOption' is not supported.}}
\DeclareOption{10pt}{\baseFontSize{10pt}\headHeightSize{12.0pt}\headSepSize{16.0pt}\footSkipSize{26pt}}
\DeclareOption{11pt}{\baseFontSize{11pt}\headHeightSize{13.6pt}\headSepSize{23.0pt}\footSkipSize{28pt}}
\DeclareOption{12pt}{\baseFontSize{12pt}\headHeightSize{14.5pt}\headSepSize{25.0pt}\footSkipSize{30pt}}
\ExecuteOptions{10pt}

%
% Page sizing
%

%\newif\iffullpage
%\newif\ifsavetrees
%
%\DeclareOption{fullpage}{\fullpagetrue}
%\DeclareOption{savetrees}{\savetreestrue}

% Bark at any unknown package option
\DeclareOption*{\PackageWarning{easychair}{Unknown option '\CurrentOption'}}
\DeclareOption*{\PassOptionsToPackage{\CurrentOption}{geometry}}
%\DeclareOption*{\PassOptionsToClass{\CurrentOption}{article}}

%\ExecuteOptions{centertags,portrait,10pt,twoside,onecolumn,final}
%\ExecuteOptions{}
\ProcessOptions\relax

%
% Required packages and classes.
%
% All must be standard as per most common LaTeX
% distributions.
%

\ifthesis
	\LoadClass[\@PaperFormat,\@PaperOrientation,\@ColumnCount,\@BaseFontSize,twoside]{report}
	\RequirePackage{makeidx}
\else
	% We are an article (more customized later)
	\LoadClass[\@PaperFormat,\@PaperOrientation,\@ColumnCount,\@BaseFontSize,twoside]{article}
	%\LoadClass[\@PaperFormat,\@PaperOrientation,\@ColumnCount,\@BaseFontSize]{article}
\fi

% Require UTF8 encoding, per Andrei Voronkov, to accomodate
% all sorts of author names.
%\RequirePackage[utf8]{inputenc}

% To ensure the footnotes are always at the bottom.
% IMPORTANT: footmisc should precede hyperref for the footnotes to hyperlink
%            correctly to their pages where they are at instead of always at
%            page 1. Per bug reports from a couple of users and a suggestion by
%            Uwe Pfeiffer.
\RequirePackage[bottom]{footmisc}

% TOC/thumbnail LHS preview in the PDFs as well as active URLs and other cross-refs
% Newer versions of hyperref declare a4paper or letterpaper as obsolete and issue warnings
\definecolor{linkcolor}{RGB}{170,0,0} % aa0000
\definecolor{citecolor}{RGB}{44,160,46} % 2ca02d
\definecolor{urlcolor}{RGB}{0,51,153} % 003399
\RequirePackage[linktocpage,pdfcreator=easychair.cls-3.4,colorlinks=True,urlcolor=urlcolor,citecolor=citecolor,linkcolor=linkcolor]{hyperref}

% Traditional graphics processing
\RequirePackage{graphicx}
%\RequirePackage{pdflscape}
%\RequirePackage{lscape}


%% Fonts, generally more compact but preserving point size

% Pick "Times Roman" as a base font unless explicitly told not to
\ifnotimes
	\ifwithtimes
		\PackageWarning{easychair}{Cannot really use 'notimes' and 'withtimes' together}
		\PackageWarning{easychair}{Defaulting to 'notimes'...}
	\else
		\PackageWarning{easychair}{'notimes' has been deprecated as it is the default in 2.0}
	\fi
\else
	\ifwithtimes
		\RequirePackage{mathptmx}
	\fi
\fi

% Pick "Helvetica" as a "Sans-Serif" font
%\RequirePackage[scaled=.85]{helvet}

% For algorithm and source code listings
\RequirePackage{listings}

%% Different Math and non-Math symbols and definitions

\RequirePackage{latexsym}
\RequirePackage{amsthm}
\RequirePackage{empheq}

%% Line spacing to be applied AFTER the above space saving packages

\renewcommand{\baselinestretch}{\@LineSpacing}

%% Final text printing area, per Geoff Sutcliffe

\RequirePackage{keyval}

\define@key{Ec}{lmargin}{\Ec@defbylen{lmargin}{#1}}

\newlength{\@MarginSize}
\setlength{\@MarginSize}{1in}

\setlength{\@LMarginSize}{\@MarginSize}
%\setlength{\@LMarginSize}{\Ec@lmargin}
\setlength{\@RMarginSize}{\@MarginSize}
\setlength{\@TMarginSize}{\@MarginSize}
\setlength{\@BMarginSize}{\@MarginSize}


% Head height is dependent on the font point size
\setlength{\headheight}{\@HeadHeightSize}
\setlength{\headsep}{\@HeadSepSize}
\setlength{\footskip}{\@FootSkipSize}

\ifletterpaper
	\immediate\write10{easychair: Selecting letter paper margin sizes.}
 	\RequirePackage[%
                papersize={8.5in,11in},
                total={145mm,224mm},
                centering,
                twoside,
		includeheadfoot]{geometry}
\fi
\ifafourpaper
	\immediate\write10{easychair: Selecting A4 paper margin sizes.}
 	\RequirePackage[%
                papersize={210mm,297mm},
                total={145mm,224mm},
                centering,
                twoside,
		includeheadfoot]{geometry}
\fi

\ifcustompaper
	\immediate\write10{easychair: Selecting custom paper margin sizes.}
	\RequirePackage[%
                papersize={189mm,246mm},
                total={145mm,224mm},
                top=9mm,
                left=24mm,
                twoside,
		includeheadfoot]{geometry}
        \headHeightSize{12.0pt}
        \headSepSize{16.0pt}
        \footSkipSize{26pt}
\fi

%\setlength{\textwidth}{16cm}
%\setlength{\textheight}{9in}


%
% Volume
%

\RequirePackage{lastpage}

\newif\ifvolumeundefined
\volumeundefinedtrue

% e.g.
% \volumeinfo
%		{J. Bloe}   % editor(s)      #1
%		{1}         % No. of editors #2
%		{LICS 2008} % event title    #3
%		{1}         % volume number  #4
%		{4}         % issue          #5
%		{134}       % start page     #6

\def\@EasyFontStyle{\footnotesize}
\newcommand{\headfootstyle}[1]{\def\@EasyFontStyle{#1}}

\def\@EasyVolumeInfo{}

\ifthesis
	\newcommand{\volumeinfo}[6]
		{\PackageWarning{easychair}{Cannot use volumeinfo with 'thesis' option. Ignoring...}}
\else
	\newcommand{\volumeinfo}[6]{%
		\ifvolumeundefined
	%		\def\@makefntext##1{\noindent ##1}%
			\def\@EasyEdsNames{#1}%
			\def\@EasyEds{ed.}%
			\def\@EasyEvent{#3}%
			\def\@EasyVolume{}%
			\def\@EasyIssue{}%
			\def\@EasyFirstPage{#6}%
			\ifnum #2>1 \gdef\@EasyEds{eds.}\fi%
			\ifnum #4>0 \gdef\@EasyVolume{; Volume #4}\fi%
			\ifnum #5>0 \gdef\@EasyIssue{, issue: #5} \fi%
	%		\footnotetext[0]{\sf \@EasyEdsNames (\@EasyEds); \@EasyEvent\@EasyVolume\@EasyIssue, pp. #6-\pageref*{LastPage}}%
	%		\def\@EasyVolumeInfo{\footnotesize{\sf\@EasyEdsNames~(\@EasyEds); \@EasyEvent\@EasyVolume\@EasyIssue, pp. \@EasyFirstPage--\pageref*{LastPage}}}%
			\def\@EasyVolumeInfo{\@EasyFontStyle\@EasyEdsNames~(\@EasyEds); \@EasyEvent\@EasyVolume\@EasyIssue, pp. \@EasyFirstPage--\pageref*{LastPage}}%
			%\def\@makefntext##1{\noindent\@makefnmark##1}%
			\setcounter{page}{\@EasyFirstPage}
			\volumeundefinedfalse
		\else
			{\PackageWarning{easychair}{May not redefine volumeinfo}}
		\fi
	}
\fi

\def\@EventInfo{}
\def\@VolumeInfo{}

%
% Allow for more space to place floats.
%

\renewcommand{\topfraction}{0.95}
\renewcommand{\bottomfraction}{0.95}
\renewcommand{\textfraction}{0.05}
\renewcommand{\floatpagefraction}{0.8}


%
% Running heads and ``foots''
%

\RequirePackage{fancyhdr}
\pagestyle{fancy}

\fancyhead{}
%\ifdebug
%	\iftwosided
%		\fancyhead[RE]{\overline{\@titleRunning}}
%		\fancyhead[RO]{\overline{\@authorRunning}}
%	\else
%		\fancyhead[LO,LE]{\begin{math}\overline{\mbox{\@titleRunning}}\end{math}}
%		\fancyhead[RO,RE]{\begin{math}\overline{\mbox{\@authorRunning}}\end{math}}
%	\fi
%\else
	\iftwosided
		\fancyhead[RE]{{\@EasyFontStyle\@titleRunning}}
		\fancyhead[RO]{{\@EasyFontStyle\@authorRunning}}
	\else
		\fancyhead[LO,LE]{{\@EasyFontStyle\@titleRunning}}
		\fancyhead[RO,RE]{{\@EasyFontStyle\@authorRunning}}
	\fi
%\fi

\fancyfoot{}
\ifodd\c@page
	\fancyfoot[LO]{{\@EasyFontStyle\@VolumeInfo}}
	\fancyfoot[RE]{{\@EasyFontStyle\@EventInfo}}
\else
	\fancyfoot[RE]{{\@EasyFontStyle\@VolumeInfo}}
	\fancyfoot[LO]{{\@EasyFontStyle\@EventInfo}}
\fi
\ifodd\c@page
	\fancyfoot[RO]{{\normalsize\thepage}}
	\fancyfoot[LE]{{\normalsize\thepage}}
\else
	\fancyfoot[LE]{{\normalsize\thepage}}
	\fancyfoot[RO]{{\normalsize\thepage}}
\fi
	\renewcommand{\headrulewidth}{0pt}
	\renewcommand{\footrulewidth}{0pt}
%\fi

% Suppress the default date, per Geoff
\date{}

% For the first page
\fancypagestyle{plain}{%
\fancyhf{} % clear all header and footer fields
\ifodd\c@page
	\fancyfoot[L]{\@EasyVolumeInfo{}}%
	\fancyfoot[R]{}
\else
	\fancyfoot[R]{\@EasyVolumeInfo}%
	\fancyfoot[L]{}
\fi
\renewcommand{\headrulewidth}{0pt}
\renewcommand{\footrulewidth}{0pt}}

\def\@maketitle{%
  %% Code added to use llncs style author list
\def\andname{and}
\def\lastandname{\unskip, and}
  \def\lastand{\ifnum\value{@inst}=2\relax
                 \unskip{} \andname\
                 \else
                 \unskip \lastandname\
            \fi}%
 \def\and{\stepcounter{@auth}\relax
          \ifnum\value{@auth}=\value{@inst}%
             \lastand
          \else
             \unskip,
             \fi}%
   %%
  \newpage
	\null
  % Facelift a bit the title and make it bold, per Geoff
	\vspace{-1cm}
	\begin{center}%
		\let\footnote\thanks%
		\ifwithtimes
			{\LARGE{\@title}\par}
		\else
			{\LARGE\@title\par}
                 \fi
                 \vskip \baselineskip
                 \@date
                 {\large
               \setbox0=\vbox{\setcounter{@auth}{1}\def\and{\stepcounter{@auth}}%
               \def\thanks##1{}\@author}%
               \global\value{@inst}=\value{@auth}%
               \global\value{auco}=\value{@auth}%
               \setcounter{@auth}{1}%
               {\lineskip .5em
               \noindent\ignorespaces
               \@author\vskip.35cm}}
               {\small\institutename}
	\end{center}%
}

\ifEPiCfinal
\definecolor{volume}{RGB}{0,112,144}
\def\EPiCSeries{EPiC Series in Computer Science}
\def\EPiCVolume{XXX}
\def\EPiCYear{2017}
\def\EPiCPages{Pages 19--27}
\def\EPiCConference{99th International Conference on Topics of Superb Significance (CATSS)}
\def\ChairLogo{logo_chair.png}
\def\EPiCLogo{logo_epic.png}
\fi

% ------------------------------------------------
% Change the maketitle command in EPiC
\let\oldmaketitle=\@maketitle
% ------------------------------------------------
\def\@maketitle{%
\ifEPiCfinal

%\vspace*{-10mm}\par
\definecolor{headerframe}{rgb}{0.473,0.676,0.656} % 79ada8
\definecolor{headerback}{rgb}{0.953125,0.95703125,0.9609375} % f4f5f6

\begin{tcolorbox}[
  enhanced,center,width=\linewidth-2cm,
  underlay={
    \node[inner sep=0pt,outer sep=0pt,right] at ([xshift=-1cm]frame.west)
      {\includegraphics[height=74.5pt]{\ChairLogo}};
    \node[inner sep=0pt,outer sep=0pt,left] at ([xshift=1cm]frame.east)
      {\includegraphics[height=73pt]{\EPiCLogo}};
  },
  before skip=0pt,% <--- before box
  after skip=6pt,%  <--- after box
  left=71.54pt-1cm+4mm,
  right=56.22423pt-1cm+4mm,
  sharp corners,text fill,
  colback=headerback,colframe=headerframe,
  height=73pt,toprule=0.5pt,bottomrule=0.5pt,leftrule=0pt,rightrule=0pt,
  halign=center,valign=center,boxsep=0pt,
  top=2mm,%     space to top border
  bottom=2mm,%  space to bottom border
  ]%
{\Large \EPiCSeries}\par\vfill%
{\color{volume}Volume \EPiCVolume, \EPiCYear, \EPiCPages}\par\vfill%
\EPiCConference
\end{tcolorbox}

\par\ \vspace*{12pt}\par
{\let\newpage\relax\oldmaketitle}%
\else \ifEPiC
\definecolor{grayheader}{RGB}{112,112,112}%
{\color{grayheader}\vspace*{-23pt}\noindent \hrulefill\\
\noindent\centering
\raisebox{0pt}[36.5pt][36.5pt]{This space is reserved for the EPiC Series header, do not use it}%

\noindent\hrulefill}%
\\

{\let\newpage\relax\oldmaketitle}%
\else \ifEPiCempty
\raisebox{0pt}[47pt][47pt]{~}
\\

{\let\newpage\relax\oldmaketitle}%

% otherwise the old maketitle

\else
\oldmaketitle
\fi\fi\fi
}
% ------------------------------------------------

% Tighten up bibliography
\let\oldthebibliography=\thebibliography
\let\endoldthebibliography=\endthebibliography
\renewenvironment{thebibliography}[1]
{
	\small
	\begin{oldthebibliography}{#1}
		\setlength{\parskip}{2pt}
		\setlength{\itemsep}{0pt}
}
{
	\end{oldthebibliography}
}

\ifdebug
	\ifverbose
		\RequirePackage[colorgrid,pscoord]{eso-pic}%
	\else
		\RequirePackage[pscoord]{eso-pic}
		\newcommand\ShowFramePicture{%
		  \begingroup
		    \color{red}
		    \AtTextLowerLeft{\framebox(\LenToUnit{\textwidth},\LenToUnit{\textheight}){}}%
		    \AtTextUpperLeft{\put(0,\LenToUnit{\headsep}){\framebox(\LenToUnit{\textwidth},\LenToUnit{\headheight}){}}}%
		    \AtTextLowerLeft{\put(0,\LenToUnit{-\footskip}){\framebox(\LenToUnit{\textwidth},\LenToUnit{\headheight}){}}}%
		  \endgroup
		}
		\AddToShipoutPicture{\ShowFramePicture}
	\fi
	%\RequirePackage[a4,cam,center]{crop}%
	%\RequirePackage[cam,center]{crop}%
\fi

\ifframe
	\ifverbose
		\RequirePackage[colorgrid,pscoord]{eso-pic}%
	\else
		\RequirePackage[pscoord]{eso-pic}
		\newcommand\ShowBlueFrame{%
		  \begingroup
		    \color{blue}
                    % odd page
%		    \AtTextLowerLeft{\put(\LenToUnit{-23.6mm},\LenToUnit{-21.8mm}){\framebox(\LenToUnit{188.3mm},\LenToUnit{245.4mm}){}}}%
                    % even page
%		    \AtTextLowerLeft{\put(\LenToUnit{-19.6mm},\LenToUnit{-21.8mm}){\framebox(\LenToUnit{188.3mm},\LenToUnit{245.4mm}){}}}%
		  \endgroup
		}
		\AddToShipoutPicture{\ShowBlueFrame}
	\fi
\fi

% \geometry{papersize={170mm,240mm},total={124mm,185mm}}

%% Indexing options for proceedings to link up people's names to their
%% various participation and affiliation options.

\newcommand
	{\indexedperson}
	[3]
	{\index{#2!#1}\index{#1}\index{#1!#3}}

\newcommand
	{\indexedauthor}
	[1]
	{\indexedperson{#1}{Authors}{Author}}

\newcommand
	{\indexededitor}
	[1]
	{\indexedperson{#1}{Editors}{Editor}}

\newcommand
	{\indexedpcmember}
	[1]
	{\indexedperson{#1}{PC Members}{PC Member}}

\newcommand
	{\indexedreviewer}
	[1]
	{\indexedperson{#1}{Reviewers}{Reviewer}}

\newcommand
	{\indexedorganizer}
	[1]
	{\indexedperson{#1}{Organizers}{Organizer}}

\newcommand
	{\indexedwebmaster}
	[1]
	{\indexedperson{#1}{Webmasters}{Webmaster}}

\newcommand
	{\indexedaffiliation}
	[2]
	{\indexedperson{#1}{#2}{#2}}

\newcommand
	{\indexedsupervisor}
	[2]
	{\indexedperson{#1}{}{Supervisor: #2}\indexedperson{#2}{Supervisors}{Supervisor}}

\endinput

% \crop[font=\upshape\mdseries\small\textsf]

% EOF




main.tex

%\documentclass{llncs}
%\documentclass[EPiCempty]{easychair}
%\documentclass[debug]{easychair}
%\documentclass[verbose]{easychair}
%\documentclass[notimes]{easychair}
\documentclass{easychair}
%\documentclass[a4paper]{easychair}
%\documentclass[letterpaper]{easychair}

\usepackage{doc}

\usepackage{proof}
\usepackage{cancel}
\usepackage{stmaryrd}
\usepackage{graphics}


\newcommand{\todo}[1]{{\color{red}#1}}

%
%   Logical notation
%
\newcommand{\imply}{\rightarrow}
%\renewcommand{\implies}{\imply}
\newcommand{\liff}{\Leftrightarrow}
\newcommand{\lniff}{\not\Leftrightarrow}
\newcommand{\iffl}{\leftrightarrow}
\newcommand{\xor}{\otimes}
\newcommand{\orl}{\vee}
\newcommand{\bigorl}{\bigvee}
\newcommand{\andl}{\wedge}
\newcommand{\bigandl}{\bigwedge}
\newcommand{\notl}{\neg}
\renewcommand{\models}{\vDash}
\newcommand{\nmodels}{\nvDash}
\newcommand{\subst}[2]{#1 \mapsto #2}       % for substitutions
\newcommand{\Subst}[1]{\{#1\}}      % for substitutions
\newcommand{\emptysubst}{\varepsilon}
\newcommand{\true}{\mathsf{true}}      % boolean value true
\newcommand{\false}{\mathsf{false}}     % boolean value false
\newcommand{\eql}{\simeq}           % equality
\newcommand{\neql}{\not\simeq}           % equality
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\begin{abstract}
It is a common approach when faced with a reasoning problem to translate that problem into first-order logic and utilise a first-order automated theorem prover (ATP). One of the reasons for this is that first-order ATPs have reached a good level of maturity after decades of development. However, not all translations are equal and in many cases the same problem can be translated in ways that either help or hinder the ATP. This paper looks at this activity from the perspective of a first-order ATP (mostly Vampire). 
%
%In this paper I review the relevant anatomy of first-order ATPs such as the Vampire theorem prover, discuss a number of translations, and reflect on the things to watch out for when designing a translation. 
%I pay particular attention to the translation of higher-order logic into first-order logic as many non-classical logics can be embedded into higher-order logic and there is, in effect, a two-step translation to first-order logic.
\end{abstract}

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
\section{Introduction}

This paper looks at the common activity of encoding problems in first-order logic and running an automated theorem prover (ATP) on the resulting formulas from the perspective of the ATP. This paper focusses on the Vampire \cite{KovacsVoronkov:CAV:Vampire:2013} theorem prover (available at \url{https://vprover.github.io/}) but much of the discussion applies to other similarly constructed theorem provers (e.g. E~\cite{eprover} and SPASS~\cite{Spass}). 

Over the last few years we have been looking at the application of program analysis/verification, the related encodings, and how Vampire can work with these encodings. In this paper I also mention another setting where we have begun to do some work: working with logics more expressive than first-order logic. This paper comes at the start of an activity to inspect the first-order problems coming from translations involving these logics and considering how we can make Vampire perform better on them.

%Whilst this is the general setting, 
%
%I make sure I include some discussion of quantified non-classical logics as this paper accompanies an invited talk at the \emph{3rd International Workshop on Automated Reasoning in Quantified Non-Classical Logics}. 

Throughout the paper I use the terms encoding and translation reasonably interchangeably and lazily. Sometimes the term translation makes more sense (we are moving from one formally defined language to another) and sometimes encoding makes more sense (we are taking a description of a problem and representing it in first-order logic).

%To motivate the main message of this paper consider the following example
%\begin{center}
%\todo{Look for a modal axiom that is a rewrite rule oriented the wrong way}
%\end{center}

This issue of different encodings have differing impacts on how easily a problem is solved is well-known in the automated reasoning community. A standard example is the explosion in conversion to CNF in SAT when not using the Tseitin encoding. The result is obviously bad because it is much larger. In the setting of first-order theorem proving large inputs are also bad but there are other (more subtle) ways in which an encoding can impact the effectiveness of proof search.

%\newpage
The main points of this paper are as follows:
\begin{enumerate}
	\item The way in which a problem is expressed can have a significant impact on how easy or hard it is for an ATP to solve it and the causes of this go beyond the size of the translation
	\item It is often non-obvious whether a translation will be good; we need experiments
	\item Sometimes there is no best solution i.e. different encodings may be helpful in different scenarios. In such cases it can be advantageous to move this choice within the ATP
	\item Sometimes the only solution is to extend the ATP with additional rules or heuristics to make the ATP treat an encoding in the way we want it to be treated	
\end{enumerate}
This points are expanded (with examples) in the rest of the paper.

%\newpage

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section~\ref{sec:anatomy} describes the relevant inner workings of Vampire that might have a significant impact on the way that it handles different encodings. Section~\ref{sec:translations} reviews some encodings described in the literature. Section~\ref{sec:hints} attempts to make some hints about things to consider when designing a representation of a problem in first-order in logic. Section~\ref{sec:comparing} gives some advice on how different encodings should be compared. Section~\ref{sec:conclusion} concludes.

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
\section{The Relevant Anatomy of a First-Order ATP} \label{sec:anatomy}

In this section we review the main components of Vampire \cite{KovacsVoronkov:CAV:Vampire:2013} that might affect how well it handles different encodings. As mentioned above, Vampire shares some elements with other well-known first-order theorem provers.

We consider multi-sorted first-order logic with equality as input to the tool. It will become clear later that Vampire accepts extensions of this in its input, however its underlying logic remains multi-sorted first-order logic with equality and extensions are (mostly) handled as translations into this. 
%
%As a brief reminder about terminology. A term is either a variable, a constant, or a function symbol applied to terms. An is either an equality between terms or a predicate symbol applied to terms. A literal is an atom or its negation. A formula is either a literal, a boolean combination of formulas, or a universally or existentially quantified formula. 

Usually, Vampire deals with the separate notions of \emph{axioms} and \emph{conjecture} (or \emph{goal}). Intuitively, axioms formalise the domain of interest and the conjecture is the claim that should logically follow from the axioms.
The conjecture is, therefore, negated before we start the search for a contradiction. Conjectures are captured by the TPTP input language but not by the SMT-LIB input language where everything is an axiom.

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
\subsection{Preprocessing}

Vampire works with clauses. So before proof search it is necessary to transform input formulas into this clausal form. In addition to this process there are a number of (satisfiability, but not necessarily equivalence, preserving) optimisation steps. For more information about preprocessing see \cite{DBLP:conf/fmcad/HoderKKV12,GCAI2016:New_Techniques_in_Clausal_Form_Generation}.

\paragraph{Clausification.} This involves the replacement of existentially quantified variables by Skolem functions, the expansion of equivalences, rewriting to negation normal form and then application of associativity rules to reach conjunctive normal form. It is well know that this process can lead to an explosion in the number of clauses.

\paragraph{Subformula naming.} A standard approach to dealing with the above explosion is the \emph{naming} of subformulas (similar to the Tseitin encoding from SAT). This process is parametrised by a threshold which controls at which point we choose to name a subformula. There is a trade-off here between a (possible) reduction in the size and number of resulting clauses and restricting the size of the signature. Later we will learn that large clauses and a large signature are both detrimental for proof search.

\paragraph{Definition inlining.} Vampire detects definitions at the formula and term level. The equivalence $p(X) \leftrightarrow F[X]$ is a definition if $p$ does not occur in formula $F$, similarly the unit equality $f(X) = t$ is a definition if $f$ does not appear in term $t$. Definitions may be \emph{inlined} i.e. all occurrences of $p$ or $f$ are replaced by their definition. This reduces the size of the signature with the cost of a potential increase in the size of clauses. Note that it can be quite easy to break this notion of definition in encodings. For example, by introducing a guard to a definition.

\paragraph{Goal-based premise selection.} Vampire can use a goal to make proof search more goal-directed. The point here is that if an encoding does not explicitly highlight the goal we cannot make use of these techniques. There are two techniques used in preprocessing. 
The first is SInE selection  \cite{DBLP:conf/cade/HoderV11} which \emph{heuristically} selects a subset of axioms that are likely to be used in the proof of the goal. Axioms are selected using a notion of closeness to the goal that is based on whether they can be connected to the goal via their least common symbol. 
The second is the set of support strategy \cite{Wos:1965:ECS:321296.321302} where clauses from the goal are put into a set of support and proof search is restricted so that it only makes inferences with clauses in, or derived from, this set. %Therefore, this strategy requires all reasoning steps to be related to the goal directly.


%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
\subsection{Saturation-Based Proof Search}

After a clause set has been produced, Vampire attempts to \emph{saturate} this set with respect to some inference system ${\cal I}$. The clause set is saturated if for every inference from ${\cal I}$ with premises in $S$
the conclusion of the inference is also added to $S$. If the saturated set $S$ contains a contradiction then the initial formulas are unsatisfiable. Otherwise, if ${\cal I}$ is a complete inference system and, importantly, the requirements for this completeness have been preserved, then the initial formulas are satisfiable. 
Finite saturation may not be possible and many heuristics are employed to make finding a contradiction more likely.

\begin{figure}[t]
\centering
\includegraphics{img/saturation.png}
\caption{Illustrating the Given Clause Algorithm.\label{fig:given:clause}}
\end{figure}

To compute this saturation we use a set of active clauses, with the invariant that all inferences between active clauses have been performed, and a set of passive clauses waiting to be activated. The algorithm then iteratively selects a \emph{given clause} from passive and performs all necessary inferences to add it to active. The results of these inferences are added to passive (after undergoing some processing). This is illustrated in Figure~\ref{fig:given:clause}. 
%
An important aspect of this process is \emph{clause selection}. Clauses are selected either based on their age (youngest first) or their weight (lightest first) with these two properties being alternated in some specified ratio.

A recent addition to this story is AVATAR \cite{avatar,playing}, which (optionally) performs \emph{clause splitting} using a SAT solver. The main point here is that the success of AVATAR is driven by the observation that saturation-based proof search does not perform well with long or heavy clauses. Therefore, encodings should avoid the introduction of such clauses. 
As an additional point, AVATAR can only be utilised if the boolean structure of a problem is exposed at the literal-level. For example, including a predicate \emph{implies} with associated axioms would not play to AVATAR's strengths.

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
\subsection{Inference Rules}

Vampire uses resolution and superposition as its inference system ${\cal I}$ 
\cite{BachmairGanzinger:HandbookAR:resolution:2001,NieuwenhuisRubio:HandbookAR:paramodulation:2001}.
 A key feature of this calculus is the use of \emph{literal selection} and \emph{orderings} to restrict the application of inference rules, thus restricting the growth of the clause sets. Vampire uses a Knuth-Bendix term ordering (KBO) \cite{KnuthBendix:Pergamon:WordProblems:1970,KorovinVoronkov:I&C:KBorientabilityIsP:2003,LudwigW07} which orders terms first by weight and then by symbol precedence whilst agreeing with a multisubset ordering on free variables. The symbol ordering is taken as a parameter but is relatively coarse in Vampire e.g. by order of occurrence in the input, arity, frequency or the reverse of these. There has been some work beginning to explore more clever things to do here \cite{DBLP:conf/gcai/JakubuvSU17,predict-success} but we have not considered treating symbols introduced by translations differently (although they will appear last in occurrence).
 
Understanding this is important as some translations change symbols used in terms, which can change where the term comes in the term ordering. Vampire makes use of both complete and incomplete literal selection functions \cite{selections} which combine the notion of maximality in the term ordering with heuristics such as selecting the literal with the least top-level variables.

Another very important concept related to saturation is the notion of \emph{redundancy}. The idea is that some clauses in $S$ are \emph{redundant} in the sense that they can be safely removed from $S$ without compromising completeness. The notion of saturation then becomes saturation-up-to-redundancy \cite{BachmairGanzinger:HandbookAR:resolution:2001,NieuwenhuisRubio:HandbookAR:paramodulation:2001}. An important redundancy check is \emph{subsumption}. A clause $A$ subsumes $B$ if some subclause of $B$ is an instance of $A$, in which case $B$ can be safely removed from the search space as doing so does not change the possible models of the search space $S$. The fact that Vampire removes redundant formulas is good but if there is a lot of redundancy in the encoding we can still have issues as this removal can be lazy (e.g. when using the discount saturation loop that does not remove redundancies from the passive set).

Figure~\ref{fig:calculus} gives a selection of inference rules used in Vampire. An interesting point can be illustrated by examining the demodulation rule. This uses unit equalities to rewrite clauses to replace larger terms by smaller terms. A similar, but more general, rewriting is performed by superposition. Ordering restrictions in inference rules make proof search practical but, as I comment later, can mean that the theorem prover does not treat encoded rules in the way that we want.

\begin{figure}[tb]
\[
\begin{array}{l}
\begin{array}{lll}
\mathbf{Resolution} &\quad\quad\quad& \mathbf{Factoring} \\
\\
\infer[,]{(C_1 \vee C_2)\theta}{\underline{A} \vee C_1 & \underline{\neg A'} \vee C_2} &&
\infer[,]{(A \vee C)\theta}{\underline{A} \vee A' \vee C} \\
\end{array}\\
\\
\textit{where, for both inferences, } \theta = {\sf mgu}(A,A') \textit{ and } A\textit{ is not an equality literal} \\
\\
\mathbf{Superposition}\\
\\
\begin{array}{lll}
\infer[\quad\textit{or}\quad]{(L[r]_p \vee C_1 \vee C_2)\theta}{\underline{l \eql r} \vee C_1 & \underline{L[s]_p} \vee C_2} &&
\infer[,]{(t[r]_p \otimes t' \vee C_1 \vee C_2)\theta}{\underline{l \eql r} \vee C_1 & \underline{t[s]_p \otimes t'} \vee C_2}
\\
\end{array}\\
\\
\textit{where}~\theta = {\sf mgu}(l,s) ~\textit{and}~ r\theta \not \succeq l\theta ~\textit{and, for the left rule}~L[s] ~\textit{is not an equality literal,}\\ \textit{and for the right rule } \otimes \textit{ stands either for }  \eql  \textit{ or }  \neql  \textit{ and } t'\theta \not \succeq t[s]\theta 
\\
\\
\begin{array}{lll}
\mathbf{Equality Resolution} &\quad\quad\quad& \mathbf{Equality Factoring} \\
\\
\infer[,]{C\theta}{\underline{s \neql t} \vee C} &&
\infer[,]{(t \neql  t' \vee s' \eql t' \vee C)\theta}{\underline{s \eql t} \vee s'  \eql  t' \vee C} \\~\\
\textit{where } \theta = {\sf mgu}(s,t) && \textit{where } \theta = {\sf mgu}(s,s'),~ t\theta \not \succeq s\theta, \textit{ and } t'\theta \not \succeq s'\theta\\
\end{array}\\
\\
\begin{array}{lll}
\mathbf{Demodulation} &\quad\quad\quad& \mathbf{UnitResultingResolution} \\
\\
    \infer[,]{
      (L[r\theta] \orl C)\theta
      }{
      l \eql r &
      \cancel{L[l\theta] \orl C}
    } && 
    \infer[,]{
      C\theta
      }{
      C \orl A_1 \orl \ldots A_n &
      \notl B_1 & \ldots & \notl B_n
    }\\~\\
\textit{where}~ l\theta \succ r\theta && \textit{where}~|C| \le 1~\textit{and}~\theta = \bigsqcup {\sf mgu}(A_i,B_i)\\
\end{array}
\end{array}
\]
\caption{Selected inference rules.}
\label{fig:calculus}
\end{figure}

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
\subsection{Strategies and Portfolio Mode}

Vampire is a portfolio solver \cite{paar18strat}. It implements many different techniques and when solving a problem it may use tens to hundreds of different strategies in a time-sliced fashion. Along with the above saturation-based proof search method, Vampire also implements the InstGen calculus \cite{Korovin2013} and a finite-model building through reduction to SAT \cite{Reger2016sat}. In addition, Vampire can be run in a parallel mode where strategies are distributed over a given number of cores.

This is important as Vampire can try different preprocessing and proof search parameters in different strategies, meaning that it does not matter if a particular encoding does not work well with one particular strategy. Furthermore, if Vampire is allowed to do the translation itself then it can try multiple different translations during proof search.

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
\subsection{Problem Characteristics that Matter}

As summary, we can discuss the problem characteristics that matter. The main ones we usually talk about are:
\begin{itemize}
	\item Number of resulting clauses. Clearly, if there are more clauses it will take longer to process them initially. However, the number of clauses is a bad proxy for effort as a small clause set can lead to many consequences, where a large clause set may have almost no consequences at all.
	\item Size of resulting clauses. Long and heavy clauses lead to even longer and heavier clauses when applying rules such as resolution. Some processes, such as subsumption checking, are exponential in the length of a clause. 
	\item Size of signature. In SAT-solving the relationship with the signature is clear as each symbol represents a potential choice point. In saturation-based proof search we are effectively trying to eliminate the literals in clauses until we get an empty clause. The combination of clause selection and literal selection steers this process. The notion of maximality built into literal selection means that `bigger' symbols are preferred, driving proof search to effectively eliminate symbols in this order. So, like in SAT solving, the larger the signature the more work we need to do.
\end{itemize}

But as we can see from the discussions of literal selection in this paper, issues with encodings can be more subtle than this.

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
\section{Examples of Translations/Encodings} \label{sec:translations}

This section reviews some translations or encodings targeting first-order logic. I don't attempt to be exhaustive; in fact there are many well-established examples that I will have missed.

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
\subsection{Simplifying things further} 

Not all ATPs can handle multi-sorted first-order logic with equality. There are methods that can be used to remove things that are not supported or wanted.

\paragraph{Removing sorts.} It is not always possible to simply drop sort information from problems as the `size' of different sorts may have different constraints \cite{DBLP:conf/cade/ClaessenLS11}. Two proposed solutions are to either \emph{guard} the use of sorted variables by a \emph{sort predicate} that indicates whether a variable is of that sort (this predicate can be set to false in a model for all constants not of the appropriate sort) or 
%One also needs to add additional axioms that say that sorts are non-empty and that functions return the expected sort. 
\emph{tag} all values of a sort using a \emph{sort function} for that sort (in a model the function can map all constants to a constant of the given sort). Both solutions add a lot of clutter to the signature although sort predicates add more as they also require the addition of axioms for the sort predicates. Experimental evaluation \cite{inp:BlanchetteBoehmePopescuSmallbone2013,Reger2016sat} concluded that the encodings can be complementary.  
Similar techniques can be used for removing polymorphism \cite{inp:BlanchetteBoehmePopescuSmallbone2013}. An important optimisation here is that we can simply drop sorts if they are monotonic \cite{DBLP:conf/cade/ClaessenLS11}.

\paragraph{Removing equality.} Every atom $t=s$ can be replaced by $\mathit{eq}(t,s)$ with the addition of axioms for reflexivity, symmetry, transitivity of $\mathit{eq}$ and congruence of functions and predicates. However, the result is not able to use the efficient superposition or demodulation rules. Vampire optionally makes this transformation as in some cases it can aid proof search, in particular when we do not require deep equality reasoning. 
It is necessary to remove equality when using InstGen as this does not support equality.


\paragraph{Removing functions.} A well known decidable fragment of first-order logic is the Bernays-Sch\"onfinkel fragment (also known as \emph{effectively propositional}) where formulas contain no (non-zero arity) function symbols (even after Skolemisation). If a problem fits in this fragment then we obtain this useful property. 
For example, the problem of finding a finite model of a first-order formula can be reduced to a sequence of effectively propositional problems \cite{BAUMGARTNER200958}.


%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
\subsection{Syntactic Extensions for Program Verification} 

A common setting where we see problems encoded in first-order logic is for program verification. Tools such as Boogie \cite{Leino:2010:PIV:2175554.2175588} and Why3 \cite{Bobot11why3:shepherd} produce first-order proof obligations. There tend to be common expressions in such obligations, such as \emph{if-then-else}, which is why languages such as TPTP \cite{TPTP,ppar18tfx} and SMT-LIB \cite{BarST-SMTLIB} support these features. However, ATPs typically do not support these features directly but via the following translations.

\paragraph{Boolean sort.} In first-order logic predicates are of boolean sort and functions are not. However, in programs we typically want to reason about boolean functions, which requires a first-class boolean sort in the problem. This can be encoded in first-order logic (as explained in the FOOL work \cite{Kotelnikov2016,DBLP:conf/mkm/KotelnikovKV15}) by the introduction of two constants $\mathit{true}$ and $\mathit{false}$ and two axioms $\mathit{true} \neq \mathit{false}$ and $\forall x \in \mathit{bool} : x = \mathit{true} \vee x = \mathit{false}$. This second axiom is problematic as it will unify with every boolean sorted term and assert that it is either true or false. To overcome this we introduce a specialised inference rule that captures the desired behaviour without the explosive nature \cite{Kotelnikov2016}.

\paragraph{If-then-else.} Conditionals are a common construct in programs and it is important to model them. This is often done by extending the syntax by a term of the form ${\sf if}~b~{\sf then}~s~{\sf else}~t$ for a boolean sorted term $b$ and two terms of the same sort $t$ and $s$. The question is then how this should be translated to first-order logic. I discuss three alternatives. In each case we assume we are given a formula containing an if-then-else term e.g. $F[{\sf if}~b~{\sf then}~s~{\sf else}~t]$. In the first case we translate this formula into two formulas
\[
b \rightarrow F[s] \quad,\quad \neg b \rightarrow F[t]
\]
where $b$ and its negation are used as guards. This has the disadvantage that it copies $F$. An altnernative is to produce the three formulas
\[
F[g(X)] \quad,\quad b \rightarrow g(X)=s \quad,\quad \neg b \rightarrow g(X)=t
\]
where $g$ is a fresh symbol and $X$ are the free variables of the original if-then-else term. This introduces a new symbol $g$. Finally, we could replace the formula  by $F[\mathit{ite}_\tau(b,s,t)]$, where $\mathit{ite}$ is a fixed function symbol of the sort $\mathit{bool} \times \tau \times \tau \rightarrow \tau$,  and add the general axioms
\[
(X = \mathit{true}) \rightarrow \mathit{ite}_\tau(X,s,t)=s \quad, \quad  (X = \mathit{false}) \rightarrow \mathit{ite}_\tau(X,s,t)=t
\]
capturing the intended behaviour of $\mathit{ite}_\tau$. This only introduce a pair of axioms per set of if-then-else expressions with the same resultant sort.

We now have three different translations and the question is: which should we use? There are various observations we can make at this point. The first translation copies $F$, which may lead to many more clauses being introduced if $F$ is complex. However, it does not extend the signature, whilst the second two translations do. The last translation introduces some axioms that are likely to be quite productive during proof search. We should also think about what we want to happen here; ideally the guards will be evaluated first and then the rest of the expression either selected or thrown away. Recall that \emph{literal selection} is the mechanism for choosing which part of a clause is explored next. In general, literal selection prefers heavier literals that are more ground and dislikes positive equalities. Therefore, in the second translation it is likely that the guards will be evaluated before the equalities. In general, it is likely that the guard will be simpler than the conditional body and therefore the first translation is likely to not do what we want. 
%
However, it is difficult to draw conclusions from this; as discussed at the end of this paper, we should really run some experiments to see. Note that currently Vampire will pick between the first two depending on the subformula naming threshold \cite{DBLP:conf/gcai/KotelnikovK0V16}.


\paragraph{Next state relations.} 
Recent work \cite{foolish} has used a tuple-based let-in expression to encode next-state relations of loop-free imperative programs. These tuple-based let-in expressions are then translated into clausal form by introducing names for the bound functions \cite{Kotelnikov2016} and relevant axioms for the tuples (if required). 
%
The point of this translation was to avoid translation to single static assignment form as is often done in translations of imperative programs \cite{DBLP:conf/vstte/BarnettL10}. The reason to avoid such a form is that it drastically increases the size of the signature. Another benefit of this work is that we can translate loop-free imperative programs directly into first-order logic, allowing Vampire to take such programs directly in its input.
%
%In Boogie \cite{Leino:2010:PIV:2175554.2175588}
% \cite{CF-iFM17} without triggers work
%
%\begin{itemize}
%	\item This Boogie work at last VW 
%	\item ``A FOOLish Encoding of the Next State Relations of Imperative Programs''
%\end{itemize}

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
\subsection{Proofs about Programming Languages}

Recent work \cite{DBLP:journals/scp/GreweEPRM18,DBLP:conf/cade/GreweEM15} has used ATPs to aid in establishing soundness properties of type systems. The idea is to translate a language specification and an `exploration task' into first-order logic. They define and evaluate 36 different compilation strategies for producing first-order problems.

The most interesting observation to make about this work is that they reinvent a number of encodings and fail to take advantage of the encodings that already exist within ATPs. For example, they consider if-then-else and let-in expressions but do not encode these in the TPTP format but choose their own encodings. In this case they make the first choice for encoding conditionals given above and they choose an alternative way to capture let-in expressions. They also explore the inlining of definitions in their encoding, a step that Vampire already takes in preprocessing. Even though they were able to use more contextual information to decide when to inline, they found that their inlining had minimal impact on performance.

A positive point about this work is that they made a thorough comparison of the different encodings, although some of the suggested encodings were likely to hinder rather than help the ATP. In particular, those that remove information from the problem.

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
\subsection{Higher-Order Logic}

Many of the automated methods for reasoning in higher-order logic work via (a series of) encodings into first-order logic. Well-known examples are the Sledgehammer tool \cite{DBLP:journals/jar/BlanchetteBP13,sledge12} and Leo III \cite{The_higher_order_prover_LEO_III}. The translation of higher-order logic to first-order logic has been well studied  \cite{Meng2008}. In the translation it is necessary to remove three kinds of higher-order constructs and we discuss the standard translation for removing these here.


\paragraph{Handling partial application and applied variables.} In higher-order formulas it is possible to partially apply function symbols, which means that we cannot use the standard first-order term structure. The standard solution is to use the so-called \emph{applicative form}. The general idea is to introduce a special $\mathit{app}$ symbol (per pair of sorts in the multi-sorted setting). An application $st$ is then translated as $\mathit{app}(s, t)$. 
%
This also addresses the issue that higher-order formulas can contain applied variables e.g. $\exists f . \forall x . f(x) = x $ now becomes $\exists f . \forall x . \mathit{app}(f,x) = x$.

Whilst this translation is correct it also adds a lot of clutter to clauses that causes problems for proof search. One example of this is in literal selection as applicative form can change the notion of maximal literal. For example, the literal $g(a)=a$ will be maximal in clause $f(a) =a \vee g(b) = b$ if $g \succ f$ in the symbol ordering. However, in $\mathit{app}_{\tau_1}(f,a) = a \vee \mathit{app}_{\tau_2}(g,b) = b$ the maximal literal depends on the ordering of $\mathit{app}_{\tau_1}$ and $\mathit{app}_{\tau_2}$, which cannot consistently agree with the symbol ordering (consider $h$ of sort $\tau_1$ such that $h \succ g$). As a result, it seems likely that the number of maximal literals in clauses will significantly increase. 
%
Additionally, literal selection heuristics often consider the number of `top' variables of a literal but the applicative form changes the height of variables in terms. Finally, the applicative form can decrease the efficiency of term indexing as (i) these often use function symbols to organise the tree but these have been replaced, and (ii) terms are larger making the indices larger.
 
However, the applicative form is only needed for supporting partial application and applied variables. If neither are used in a problem then it is not needed (although note that the combinator translation discussed below for $\lambda$-expressions introduces applied variables). 

\paragraph{Removing $\lambda$-expressions.} The standard approach to removing $\lambda$-expressions is rewriting with Turner combinators \cite{Meng2008} and the addition of axioms defining these combinators. The translation itself can lead to very large terms, which can be mitigated by the introduction of additional axioms at the cost of further axioms and extensions to the signature. An alternative is \emph{$\lambda$-lifting} which introduces new function symbols for every nested $\lambda$-expression, which again can significantly increase the size of the signature. To avoid combinator axioms cluttering proof search we have begun to explore replacing these with (incomplete) inference rules emulating their behaviour \cite{bhayat2018higher}.

%The above applicative form 
%
%The way that axioms for combinator symbols are introduced are important. For example, the ${\sf s}$ combinator ${\sf S} =  \lambda x . \lambda y . \lambda z . (x~z~(y~z))$ would be introduced as
% \[
% \mathit{app}(\mathit{app}({\sf K}, x), y) = x.
%\mathit{app}(\mathit{app}(\mathit{app}({\sf S}, x), y), z) = app(app(x,z), app(y,z))
%\]
%but if we lift the ${\sf S}$ combinator 
%\[
%\mathit{app}(\mathit{app}(\mathit{app}({\sf S}, x), y), z) = app(app(x,z), app(y,z))
%s(x,y,z) = app(app(x,z),app(y,z))
%\]


\paragraph{Translating logical operators.} It is sometimes necessary to translate logical operators occurring inside $\lambda$-expressions (other embedded logical operators can be lifted via naming). These must then be specified by axioms e.g. ${\sf OR}$ could be defined by
\[
\mathit{app}(\mathit{app}({\sf OR}, x), y) = true \iff X = true ~\vee~ Y = true
\]
which produces the clauses
\[
\begin{array}{l}
\mathit{app}(\mathit{app}({\sf OR}, X), Y) = false ~\vee~ X = true ~\vee~ Y = true\\
\mathit{app}(\mathit{app}({\sf OR}, X), Y) = true ~\vee~ X = false\\
\mathit{app}(\mathit{app}({\sf OR}, X), Y) = true ~\vee~ Y = false
\end{array}
\]
Alternatively, the last clause could be dropped and replaced by
\[
%\mathit{app}(\mathit{app}({\sf OR}, X), Y) = true ~\vee~ X = false
\mathit{app}(\mathit{app}({\sf OR}, X), Y) =  \mathit{app}(\mathit{app}({\sf OR}, Y), X)
\]
The non-orientability of this last equality suggests that it would be too productive. Finally, whilst it seems most natural to introduce an equivalence, we would not typically need to reason in the other direction and it could be interesting to see how necessary the first clause is.

%\paragraph{Definitions.} In general, it is important to be careful with definitions to ensure that they do what we want them to. 

\iffalse
In \cite{Meng2008} there is a comment that (in the context of $\lambda$-lifting) expressions of the form
\[
h = \lambda x . f(x,g(x))
\]
(which would be translated using combinators as
$
h = \mathit{app}(\mathit{app}(\mathit{app}({\sf K},f),x),\mathit{app}(g,x))
$) should be rewritten as
\[
h(x) = f(x,g(x)).
\]
\fi



%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
\subsection{Other Logics}

As we have seen from the previous example, a common activity is to consider other logics as (possibly incomplete) embeddings into first-order logic. In all cases, an interesting direction of research will be to inspect the kinds of problems produced and consider whether the encoding or ATP could be improved.

\paragraph{Translations via higher-order logic.} Many non-classical logics, included quantified multimodal logics, intuitionistic logic, conditional logics, hybrid logic, and free logics can be encoded in higher-order logic \cite{benzmuller2010multimodal,DBLP:conf/lpar/GleissnerSB17}. 


\paragraph{Ontology Languages.} In this setting it is more typical to use optimised reasoners for decidable logics. However, some work has looked at translating these logics into first-order logic and employing an ATP. As two examples, Schneider and Sutcliffe \cite{10.1007/978-3-642-22438-6_35} give a translation of OWL 2 Full into first-order logic and Horrocks and Voronkov \cite{Horrocks:2006:RSE:2146282.2146296} translate the KIF language. 
In both cases the translations allowed ATPs to solve difficult problems but it was not clear whether they were in any sense optimal.

%\paragraph{Linear Temporal Logic.}

\paragraph{Propositional Modal Logic.} There exists a standard relational encoding of certain propositional modal logics into first-order logic where the accessibility relation is given as a predicate $R$ and relational correspondence properties are captured as additional axioms. To combat certain deficiencies in this translation, a functional translation method was introduced with different variations \cite{10.1007/10722086_7}. One observation here is that many of the relational correspondence properties are not friendly for proof search and it may be interesting to explore specific ATP extensions that could help with such translations.

%the standard relational translation method,
%â€“ the functional translation method [1, 5, 14],
%â€“ the optimised functional translation method [15] including a variation de-
%fined in terms of n-ary predicates [7], as well as
%â€“ the semi-functional translation method [12].

%\paragraph{Intuitionistic logic.}

%\newpage
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
\section{Improving a Translation} \label{sec:hints}

When thinking about translations of problems to first-order logic there are things that can be done to improve ATP performance within the translation and there are things that can only be done within the ATP. I discuss both sets of improvements here.


\subsection{What Can be Controlled in an Encoding}

The following describes some things to watch out for when designing a translation.

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
\paragraph{Throwing things away.}
% - lack of choice (if somebody else does the translation we cannot try out different translations inside Vampire using different strategies)
%We might do automatic detection of axioms based on syntax... fmb bounds, equality.
% Some cases the user has knowledge that solver can use and if it can be communicated it should be
%
A common mistake in encodings is to throw away information that the theorem prover can use in proof search. An obvious example of this is performing Skolemisation and dropping information about which function symbols are Skolem functions -- in some applications, e.g. inductive theorem proving, such Skolem constants play a special role in proof search. Another example is dropping information about which formula is the goal. 
A more subtle example of this is to perform subformula naming before passing the problem to Vampire. In this case the original structure is lost and it is not possible for Vampire to choose to name fewer subformulas. Recall that an advantage of the strategy scheduling structure of Vampire is that it can try out various different preprocessing steps. 
%
In general, if an ATP can perform a preprocessing step then it should be given the option to.

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
\paragraph{Not adding what is helpful.}
Quite often there is some information about a problem that may not affect the solvability of the problem but can be useful in improving the performance of the solver. An obvious example is in the translation of the problem of finding first-order models to EPR \cite{BAUMGARTNER200958}. In this translation there are a number of symmetries that are known during the translation but that would be expensive to recover after the fact. Failing to add these gives the solver unnecessary work to do. Another example would be failing to exclude (sets of) axioms that are known to have no relation to the current goal -- something that may be known when generating the problem but can be difficult to determine by the ATP.
%Failing to add symmetry constraints or even finiteness constraints


%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
\subsection{What Needs ATP Support}
% - interacting axioms (i.e. when they interact with each other to produce redundant stuff)

Here I discuss some issues with translations that require ATP support to handle.

\paragraph{Exploding axioms.} 
%
%A problem to be translated into first-order logic may exist of multiple parts with different levels of relevance to the goal. 
%
It is quite common to include an axiomitisation of some theory that is included in the problem but only needed a little bit in proof search. It is also common for these axioms to be explosive, in the sense that they generate a lot of unnecessary consequences in the search space. A typical example would be axioms for arithmetic, or even for equality. We have already seen an example with this when encoding the boolean sort.

One ATP-based solution to this that we have explored \cite{sosT,paar18hol} is to identify such axioms and limit the depth to which these axioms can interact. This is effectively the same as precomputing the set of consequences of the axioms up to a certain size but happens dynamically at proof search so may not require the full set. 
%
An alternative ATP-based solution is to capture the rules represented by the axioms as additional inference rules.

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
\paragraph{Rewriting the wrong way.}
% - badly oriented rewrite rules (like extensionality, also some examples from HO stuff)
%
Sometimes rules may not do what we want them to do. For example, the following rule for set extensionality
\[
(\forall x)(\forall y)(((\forall e) (e \in y \leftrightarrow e \in y)) \rightarrow x = y)
\]
will be clausified as
\[
f(x,y) \not \in x \vee f(x,y) \not \in y \vee x=y
\]
which is correct but will not be treated in the way we want by the ATP. Literal selection prefers larger literals and dislikes (positive) equalities. Therefore, the literal $x=y$ will not be selected. However, given the goal $a \neq b$ for sets $a$ and $b$ we want this to unify with $x=y$ to generate the necessary subgoals. The rewrite rule is oriented the wrong way. This can also happen with implications or equalities where we want to rewrite something small into something big.

One ATP-based solution is to introduce specific rules to handle special cases. For example, in the case of extensionality Vampire includes the inference rule \cite{extres}
\[
    \infer[,]{
      C\{ x \mapsto s, y \mapsto t \} \orl D
      }{
      x \eql y \orl C & \underline{s \neql t} \orl D
    }
  \]
  where $x \eql y \orl C$ is identified as an extensionality clause.


%Adding equality axioms
%Using natural number encoding when could use native integers? ... reinventing operators.
%Encoding functions as predicates? ie relation that is injective etc... do people do that?

\paragraph{Finding the goal.} As mentioned previously, preprocessing and proof search can benefit from knowing what the goal of a problem is. Ideally the translation preserves this but the ATP can also attempt to guess the goal based on the location of axioms in the input problem and the frequency of symbols occurring in different parts of the problem \cite{gtgsmt}.

\paragraph{Changing the translation.} It can be possible to detect cases where an alternative encoding may be preferable and switch to that encoding via a further translation step.  
%
For example, some work \cite{DBLP:conf/vmcai/ReynoldsK15} in the CVC4 SMT solver looked at identifying datatypes encoding natural numbers and translating these to guarded usage of integers, which the solver has better support for.

%Some things still unclear with encodings
%Eg multidimensional arrays as nested arrays or arrays with tuple indices
%Need experiments. Might be no winner... so might be best to extend language and allow solver to try both

\paragraph{Supporting multiple encodings.} Ultimately we may want to try various encodings via the strategy scheduling approach. However, if the ATP cannot understand the original problem then it cannot natively support these encodings. The solution here is to extend the input language of the ATP such that it supports additional features that allow the different encodings to take place. This is what we have done with our work on programs \cite{foolish} and datatypes \cite{TermAlgebras}.

%\newpage
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
\section{Comparing Encodings} \label{sec:comparing}

It is generally hard to evaluate the addition of a new feature to a first-order ATP \cite{evalChallenge}. The same can be said for encodings. Here I give a few thoughts about how to go about it:
\begin{enumerate}
	\item \emph{Actually do it.} Without experiments it is impossible to draw any real conclusions. A corollary here is 
	\emph{don't rely on properties of the output of the encoding that you assume are good proxies for performance} e.g. the number of resulting clauses. Whilst bigger problems can pose a problem for ATPs, there are many small ($<50$ clauses) problems that ATPs find very challenging.
	\item \emph{Use portfolio mode.} The encoding may require certain preprocessing or proof search parameters to be switched on (or off) to be effective. Running in a single mode may miss this and the wrong conclusion may be drawn. Furthermore, the encoding may react positively to multiple different strategies and similarly, without portfolio mode this will be missed. A corollary here is to look at the strategies actually used to solve problems and see if there are any common patterns.
	\item \emph{Don't use portfolio mode.} The portfolio modes in a solver are tuned to the current options and assumptions about input problems. They are usually slightly over-fitted. Perhaps the parameter option needed for your encoding is not included. The obvious solution is to search the parameter space for the optimal combination of parameters for a particular encoding. This is what we often do in Vampire but it is very expensive.
	\item \emph{Think about the resources.} Do the input problems reflect what you care about; often it is easy to come up with pathological bad cases but optimising for these often makes little practical difference. Is the time limit sensible; for portfolio mode allow minutes (I use 5) and for single strategies allow seconds (I use 10 to 30) but use cases vary. The point here is whether the results reflect actual usage for the problem being targeted -- one encoding may work better than another for cases that you don't care about.
\end{enumerate}



%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
\section{Conclusion} \label{sec:conclusion}

In this paper I aimed to give some thoughts about the activity of translating problems into first-order logic. My main conclusion is that for some encodings we need ATP support, and this is what we are trying to provide in Vampire. If you want help extending Vampire for a particular encoding please contact me.
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